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Abstract

Speed and acceleration are important components of most sports. There are various ways to train for these, both in and out of the weight room. Outside the weight room, resisted and assisted methods are used in training programs to increase performance. Therefore, the aim of this brief review is to examine methodological differences between these two approaches while concluding with specific training programs unique to resisted and assisted techniques designed to increase sprint speed and acceleration.
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Introduction

Sprinting speed and acceleration can be found in major sports such as soccer, football, baseball, and basketball. Speed is defined as maximal running velocity and is calculated by dividing distance traveled by time, usually expressed as meters per second (m/s). Similarly, acceleration is defined as the rate of change of velocity and is calculated by dividing change in speed by time, usually expressed as m/s/s or simply m/s². Coaches implement a variety of training programs to increase both components, and athletes are always searching for the best ways to improve their performance. An assortment of different approaches have been implemented to increase speed such as resistance training to increase strength [1,2]. Implementation of specific sprint training along with nonspecific methods can increase speed and athletic performance [3]. In this way, training specificity seeks to promote adaptations with a direct carryover to sport. Two specific sprint speed programs that are popular with strength coaches are overload or resisted training and over speed or assisted training [4-6].

Resisted/Overload

Since speed and acceleration are essential components of many field sports, resisted sprinting is a common form of strength-specific training. In sprinting, acceleration occurs over the first 5 to 15 meters, so this short distance is a fundamental component in field sports as it requires quickness. Adding additional resistance as an overload stimulus may help improve the speed of athletes via increased leg strength. Sprinting is similar in comparison to the movement pattern while pulling the additional resistance used as an overload stimulus. Common methods used to create this overload stimulus include sled towing, parachute towing, and weighted vest sprinting. As these devices are being implemented in training programs, optimal loads must be considered to improve the acceleration or maximum velocity phase of sprinting.

Sled towing (Figure 1)

Lockie et al. [10] investigated the optimal towing load by comparing heavy (32.2% bodyweight-BW) and light loads (12.6% BW) using 20 male participants active in field sports. Heavy loads resulted in greater kinematic changes during the acceleration phase when compared to light loads. Therefore, they concluded that towing with lighter loads was preferred for training. Alcaraz et al. [11] loaded a sled to 16% BW using 11 male and 7 female competitive athletes who specialized in either sprints or long jump and were experienced with resisted sprint devices. Their results demonstrated a greater increase in...
trunk lean compared to using a parachute and they concluded that 16% was near the optimal load for effective training during the maximum velocity phase. Murray et al. [12] compared 10 and 20 meter sprint performance over a range of relative towing resistance loads of 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, and 30% BW using 13 male rugby players and 20 male football players. As load increased, time increased, stride length decreased and there with no change in stride frequency. Therefore, an optimal training load could not be recommended based on their results.

Parachute running (Figure 2)

Another resisted sprint device is using a parachute as overload. Alcaraz et al. [11] examined the kinematic effects of sled towing, parachute running, and weighted vest sprints on stride length and speed for flying sprints over 30-m. A medium sized parachute was attached at the waist by a harness where only minor changes occurred in running technique while using the different devices. A medium sized parachute (1.2 x 1.2m) was recommended to provide an overload stimulus due to minor changes in running technique. Martinopoulou et al. [17] examined the effects of alarge parachute vs. un resisted sprint training on acceleration and maximum speed over 20m in 16 sprinters. The parachute group made improvements in running velocity in the acceleration phase while the unresisted group demonstrated no significant improvements.

Weighted vest sprinting (Figure 3)

Alcaraz et al. [11] loaded a weight vest at 9% BW while examining the sprint kinematics of maximum velocity running. The loaded vest did not produce significant differences, however athletes had shorter take-off distances. This could indicate there was no full extension of the leg at take-off. Clark et al. [5] investigated the long-term effects of weighted sled and weighted vest sprinting in a 7-week training program with collegiate male lacrosse players using a weighted vest of 18.5% BW. Their results indicated that weighted vest sprints had no beneficial effect on speed. Konstantinos et al. [18] examined the acute effects of various loading conditions on a 50m sprint in the acceleration, maximum velocity, and final phase in 24 sport science students experienced in sprinting or soccer. Weighted vests of 8%, 15%,
and 20% BW were used and they found that an 8% BW load significantly increased sprint performance at 40-m, 15% BW significantly increased sprint at 20m and 40m while 20% BW increased sprint at 10-m and 40m. Additionally, leg power and sprint performance were significantly correlated with the 0%, 8%, and 15% conditions at 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50m, while the 20% load was correlated only at 30, 40, and 50m. Participants with greater leg power were more affected by heavier loads during the acceleration phase while participants with less leg power showed decreasing results for all loading conditions. Based on their findings, implementing weighted vest sprint training can best be used for either the acceleration or max velocity phase from 0-50 meters.

Summary

A variety of methods such as sled towing, parachute running, and weighted vest sprinting may provide an overloaded stimulus to an athlete. Incorporating these methods for resisted sprint training programs varies based on the desired outcome (Table 1). Various loads and distances may be altered to enhance acceleration or maximum speed.

Table 1: Critical program design variables for resisted sprint training.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Intensity</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Rest</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sled Towing</td>
<td>2-3/week for 4-8 weeks</td>
<td>10-12.6% or 30% BW</td>
<td>1-4 sets of 3-5 reps for 10-20s or 20-40m</td>
<td>2-6 min</td>
<td>Light loads to improve acceleration. Heavy loads for maximum speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parachute Running</td>
<td>2-3/week for 4 weeks</td>
<td>Medium (1.2 x 1.2 m) or large</td>
<td>1-4 set of 4 reps for 10-20s or 20-30m</td>
<td>4-6 min</td>
<td>Improve acceleration and maximum speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted Vest Sprinting</td>
<td>2-3/week for 4-7 weeks</td>
<td>8-20% BW</td>
<td>1-4 sets of 3-5 reps for 10-20s or 20-50m</td>
<td>3-4 min</td>
<td>Improve acceleration and maximum speed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Assisted/Overspeed

Assisted sprinting or overspeed training allows the athlete to run faster than they normally do at maximal speeds. Training methods consist of downhill running; elastic cord assisted running or assisted towing. Building a strong conditioning base before starting overspeed training is recommended.

Downhill running (Figure 4)

Methods such as downhill sprinting have been shown to increase maximal acute running speed. Two studies done by Ebben et al. [19,20] investigated the optimal slope for downhill sprinting by having 13 NCAA Division III athletes run downhill at 0, 2.1°, 3.3°, 4.7°, 5.8°, and 6.9°. Running at a slope between 3.4-5.8° was optimal for increasing maximal speed and acceleration in the athletes. A slope of 6.9° was the point of diminishing returns due to possible breakdown in running mechanics and braking. Paradisis et al. [8,21] examined the effects of sprint training on sloping surfaces by having subjects run uphill-downhill, downhill, uphill, horizontal, or flat. The training consisted of physical education students running on an uphill-downhill platform which consisted of a 20-m horizontal section, a 20-m 3° uphill section, a 10-m horizontal section, a 20-m 3° downhill section, and a final 10-m horizontal section, thus, an overall 35-m sprint test was used to assess the effects of different types of training. Following six weeks, maximum running speed and step rate were significantly increased for both the combined uphill-downhill training group and the downhill group. There were no significant changes for the control or horizontal groups. The uphill-downhill group shortened flight time by 6ms. Therefore, training with a downhill slope of 3° has also been shown to increase maximum running speed. This can be a cost effective way for a strength coach to increase sprint speed.

Elastic cord assistance running (Figure 5)

Elastic cords are used to assist the runner to sprint faster than normal by a percentage of their BW [2]. Bartolini et al. [4] examined the optimal elastic cord assistance level for sprinting...
in collegiate women soccer players at 0, 10, 20, 30, and 40% BW assistance and found that an elastic cord assistance level of 30% of BW was optimal to decrease sprint times over 20m and 5m splits. In contrast, Clark et al. [22] examined the influence of assistance force magnitude on the kinematics of supramaximal sprinting. Ten high school and college-age (6 men, 4 women) track and field athletes ran 60-m under 5 conditions of 0, 2.0%, 2.8%, 3.8% and 4.7% of BW. An elastic cord was attached to the subjects via a waist belt while the other end was attached to an anchor. Results showed a decrease in contact time for all conditions. They concluded that towing force magnitude influenced kinematics. They concluded that a towing force greater than 3.8% was detrimental because of the negative effects it had on the running mechanics of the athlete. However, they did not perform a training study.

In a similar manner, albeit not a sprint study, Girold et al. [23] examined assisted and resisted training in competition level swimmers between over strength, overspeed, and control groups. The overspeed group performed 25m freestyle front crawl sprints while attached to an elastic cord pulled with an initial force of 60N. The overstrength group swam all out 30 second front crawl sprints with a 30-second recovery while tethered to the starting platform via a belt around their pelvis stretched over an average distance of 15m. The control group swam 50m front crawl sprints without any device. For both the over strength and overspeed groups, swim performance was significantly improved over the second 50m of a 100m swim and the over strength group showed a larger impact on stroke length compared to the overspeed group. However, the overspeed group significantly increased stroke rate while stroke length significantly decreased compared to the over strength group.

**Assisted towed running (Figure 6)**

A third type of assisted training is towing where the focus is on increasing a sprinters stride frequency. Towing usually involves two people, one pulling the other with the person being towed focusing on overspeed training. Nealer et al. [24] used 30% bodyweight assistance to determine the acute effects of rest intervals following a 20m bodyweight sprint. Sprint time was faster for the 0-5m split after a 1min and 2 min rest. Upton et al. [6] compared the effects of different training programs using resisted, assisted, or traditional sprinting on maximal velocity and acceleration in Division 1A female soccer athletes. All subjects completed 10 maximal 20-yd sprints followed by a 20-yd deceleration. The assisted training group was attached to a speed harness via a research assistant. The resisted training group ran at a load of 12.6% BW, producing a sprint speed equal to 90% of their maximal speed. The traditional training group performed maximal 20-yd BW sprints. Results showed that maximum 40-yd velocity increased for both the assisted (0.08 m/s) and resisted (0.06 m/s) training groups while 5-yard, 15-yd, and 5-15yd acceleration increased only for the assisted training group. Speed was unchanged for the traditional sprint training group. Assisted sprint training was effective for athletes involved in short distance acceleration runs ≤15yd, and also those events that require maximum velocity at distances >15yd should use resisted training methods.

Corn et al. [25] examined the specificity of elastic-cord towing on the kinematics of acceleration with collegiate sprinters performing 20 meter maximal sprints and towed sprints. Towed sprints were performed using a speed harness with an elastic band assistance of 40-50N of horizontal towing force. There was no significant difference in stride rate between conditions. However, elastic-cord towing resulted in changes in sprint kinematics in the acceleration phase and appears to be more sprint specific compared to maximal sprinting alone. Grabowski et al. [26] had 15 healthy adults complete running trials on 4 different days on a motorized treadmill. Day 1 consisted of a running economy and VO2Max test, day 2 was a 10-km time trial, day 3 was a 10-km time trial with horizontal towing applied to their waist, and on day 4 subjects completed a 7-min standing trial and three sub-max 7-min running trials. Their results showed that towing improved overall running performance.

**Summary**

The importance of assisted sprint training is that it involves an overspeed stimulus that maximum speed running (bodyweight) cannot provide alone. Programming for assisted sprint training uses a variety of methods such as downhill running, elastic cord assisted running, or assisted towed running (Table 2). These methods help athletes reach speeds they are unable to reach without assistance (supramaximal). The novelty of these methods can add variety to training programs and enhance speed.

![Figure 5: Elastic cord assistance running.](image)

![Figure 6: Assisted towing.](image)
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**Conclusion**

The previous studies demonstrate that overspeed or assisted and overload or resisted training can increase acceleration and maximal running speed. With resisted sprint training, the critical variables of load, volume, and rest must be altered. Accordingly, load, volume, and rest are different for assisted sprint training. Depending on the needs of the athlete, strength and conditioning coaches should plan a specific training program to enhance speed or acceleration. Refer to Tables 1 & 2 for critical program design variables for assisted or resisted acceleration and speed training. Resisted sprinting is a common way to train for speed. Coaches and athletes may consider using resistance methods such as a sled, parachute, or weighted vest in order to apply an overloaded stimulus to train for muscular strength. Assisted sprinting is a less popular form but has shown many benefits. Coaches and athletes wanting to acutely reduce ground contact time, increase stride length and frequency should use overspeed training methods such as downhill running, elastic cord assistance, or assisted towing. For the greatest enhancement of acceleration and speed, both assisted and resisted training techniques should be utilized where appropriate.
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